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The Thea Sisters are headed to Venice, Italy! They'll be there for the Carnival, an annual festival that's famouse for its elaborate
masks. They mouselets love exploring the city's bridges and canals, and seeing the beautiful costumes mice wear to Carnival
celebrations. But a mysterious thief strikes while they are there! Can they catch and unmask him before the festival ends?
The Pirate Cats travel to the 18th Century to do what they do best... be pirates! So they steal an old ship sailing on the Indian
Ocean to pillage the East India Company's merchant ships! It's up to Geronimo Stilton to travel through time, become a sailor, and
stop the cats from changing history forever! Will Geronimo get his sea legs in time to save the day?
Is it sabotage? The Thea Sisters are visiting a friend in sunny California -- and she invites them to the set of a movie in Hollywood!
The mice love being around famouse and fabumouse directors and actors as they're working. But then an important reel of film is
stolen from the studio! Can the Thea Sisters catch the thief and save the movie? Nicky is always in a good mood when she s
outdoors. Colette is energetic and full of great ideas. Pamela is a peacemaker who can t stand arguments. Paulina loves traveling
and helping other rodents. Violet is detail-oriented and always open to new things. "
During a hot-air balloon flight, the Thea Sisters discover that the turtles have vanished from Turtle Island! If that wasn't alarming
enough, dangerous drums of a strange oil are spotted off the shore of the island-a disaster waiting to happen! The T
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship! Thea's
friends the Thea Sisters take off for Australia to solve a mystery. A flock of sheep at Nicky's family's ranch is losing all its wool, and
the ranch depends on the wool to stay afloat! Maybe the sheep's cure lies in an Aboriginal medicine containing a strange root. The
five mouselings set off on a tour of the whole country to find out. It's a truly memorable outback adventure!
Thea Stilton and her journalism class try to find a missing student.
While vacationing in Greece, the Thea sisters are asked to help find an actor who has gone missing right before the opening of his
play. Original.
Accepting an ugly crystal figurine from Petunia Pretty Paws, Geronimo Stilton discovers a mysterious message inside the figurine
from a Venetian mouse who requires assistance. Original.
The Thea Sisters are on a magical adventure!
Geronimo's sister Thea narrates this adventure packed with mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are headed to Italy for a ballet
competition! But the mouselets aren't just there to dance -- they are there to investigate. A group is plotting to rig the prestigious contest, and
the future of the mouselets' new friend -- an aspiring ballerina -- is at stake! Can the Thea Sisters stop this scheme before it's too late?
It is non-stop adventure for the Thea Sisters -- Colette, Nicky, Pamela, Paulina, and Violet! It begins with the Mouseford Academy talent
search to find an opening act for boy band sensation 6 Seconds of Spring, but quickly turns into another adventure and a mystery. Will they
be able to get in tune or will their search be off-key? Then, guest professor Thea Stilton gives the assignment of a lifetime -- a scavenger hunt
around Whale Island. The Thea Sisters and friends must rely on their wits and friendship to gather all the clues needed to find the secret
treasure! Collecting the best-selling Thea Stilton graphic novels 7 and 8 in a new paperback edition!
Thea Stilton narrates two new adventures full of mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are boarding the famouse Orient Express for a
journey from Paris to Istanbul! The train is on a special trip to return a precious wedding dress stolen years ago from an Istanbul museum. As
a result, celebrities, VIRs (Very Important Rodents), and other glamorous mice will join the mouselings on the journey. But there's a rumor
that the mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train! The Thea Sisters are determined to foil this super-sneaky
mouse's plans.
In each Geronimo Stilton book, another funny, cheesy adventure is always right around the corner. Each book is fast-paced, with lively fullcolor art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. When my friend Petunia Pretty Paws gave me a crystal figurine of a boat as a gift, I had to
accept it. After all, I have the biggest crush on Petunia! But oh, was that crystal boat ugly! So I wasn't too sad when my cousin Trap
accidentally broke it, especially when I discovered a piece of paper inside with a mysterious message from someone in Venice, Italy, asking
for help! A gentlemouse never ignores a request for assistance. So I, Geronimo Stilton, would do whatever it took to save the day!
The Thea Sisters are taking a special trip on the Orient Express for a journey from Paris to Istanbul to return a wedding dress stolen years
ago from an Istanbul museum, but there's a rumor that the mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train, and the Thea
Sisters are determined to foil this mouse's plans.
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship! In this amazing
adventure, Thea's friends the Thea Sisters head to Peru, where a good friend of Paulina's is in danger. There, the five mice climb the Andes
mountains in search of a mysterious treasure that's hidden in the Secret City of the Incas. Readers will love following the clues to help the
Thea Sisters solve the mystery!
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters in their third magical special edition adventure! There's a mystery in the land of the lotus flowers! Thea
Stilton and Thea Sisters are called to help to an enchanted land! It's a world linked to the legends of Japan, and it is in danger. The realm's
special lotus flowers are disappearing, and no one knows why! The mouselets set off on a quest to solve this mystery. They must discover
the secret of the lotus flowers -- but can they trust the strange magical creatures that they meet on their way? It's a fabumouse adventure!
While Violet is taking an art class in the Netherlands, her friend's father mysteriously disappears! The missing mouse is a renowned botanist
-- and his disappearance is linked to the rare black tulip. The Thea Sisters are eager to help find him. It'
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure packed with mystery and friendship! While the Thea Sisters are on a tropical vacation
in the Bahamas, they stumble upon an old pirate map! It's related to a local legend. Could it lead to treasure?! The five mice venture onto the
sparkling Caribbean Sea to follow the map... but someone else is trying to find the treasure first. It's a dazzling adventure!

Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure packed with mystery and friendship!
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure packed with mystery and friendship! While on vacation in Greece, the
Thea Sisters make friends with a company of actors who are rehearsing for a play that's about to open. When an actress sprains
her ankle, Colette ends up standing in for her! But suddenly, right before the performance, the lead actor goes missing. Can the
mouselets find him in time for the show to go on?
Thea Stilton narrates a new adventure full of mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are boarding the famouse Orient Express
for a journey from Paris to Istanbul! The train is on a special trip to return a precious wedding dress stolen years ago from an
Istanbul museum. As a result, celebrities, VIRs (Very Important Rodents), and other glamorous mice will join the mouselings on
the journey. But there's a rumor that the mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train! The Thea Sisters are
determined to foil this super-sneaky mouse's plans.
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea takes center stage in this super special that's packed with mystery, adventure, and friendship!
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When Geronimo's sister, Thea, is invited to teach a journalism class at a college on Mouse Island, she has no idea that she's
going to be called on to help solve a mystery. But when a student disappears, it's up to Thea and five of her students to find out
what happened. A nail-biting mystery ensues, complete with secret passages, underground tunnels, and more than a few
surprises along the way. Readers will love following the clues to help Thea and her new friends through their first adventure
together!
It is up to the Thea sisters to investigate when an Ecuadorian chocolate factory known for its environmental practices begins
malfunctioning and the owner suspects sabotage.
An all-new hardcover adventure featuring Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters! At the beach by Mouseford Academy, one of the
Thea Sisters discovers a mysterious boy with blue skin washed up on the shore. He speaks an unfamiliar language, so the Thea
Sisters call Thea Stilton to help figure out how to communicate with him. She sets the mouselings on an exciting journey across
the world to hunt for clues about the boy's origins. Could he be prince of the underwater world of Atlantis? It's up to the Thea
Sisters to get him home!
One of the Thea Sisters' favorite authors, a famouse mystery writer, has disappeared! To find him, the five mice travel to his native
Iceland. Together they traverse the stunning landscape and reconstruct the plot of the author's latest novel. But it's more
dangerous than they expected! Can the mouselets locate their beloved author, or will their search just end up as an icy mess?
Geronimo's sister Thea Stilton narrates this tale packed with action, mystery, and friendship! When the Thea Sisters' friend Ashvin
is in trouble, they rush to his aid . . . in India! Ashvin has been bringing the monkeys that live in the big city back to their natural
jungle environment. But the monkeys have suddenly started stealing jewels! Someone must be behind this terrible theft. Can the
Thea Sisters solve the mystery?
The Thea Sisters are five students at Mouseford Academy on Whale Island. They are adventurous, lively, fun mice and they want
to become journalists someday. Between lessons and friendship, life at Mouseford Academy is incredibly fabumouse! Anna
Winnouse, the fabumouse editor-in-chief of Cosmouse magazine, is renting Cheddarton House, a cottage that overlooks Whale
Island's Seashell Beach. She's trying to get away from the media for a while, but it hasn't been easy. Can the Thea Sisters help
Anna Winmouse keep her visit to Whale Island a secret?
Thea Stilton and the Mystery in ParisScholastic Inc.
During a hot-air balloon flight, the Thea Sisters discover that the turtles have vanished from Turtle Island! If that wasn't alarming
enough, dangerous drums of a strange oil are spotted off the shore of the island-a disaster waiting to happen! The Thea Sisters
are surprised that none other than Vissa De Vissen wants to help them save the island and the turtles! All seems lost until Nicky
and Paulina spot a couple of turtles entering a mysterious underground cave! There are mysteries within mysteries, but the Thea
Sisters are determined to solve them all and save the day.
The Thea Sisters are just about to head off on their separate family vacations when they receive a call from Will Mystery. Once
again, there is trouble in one of the imaginary kingdoms! A crack has been discovered in one of the maps in the Hall of Roses. The
girls head to the Crystal Kingdom to help uncover the mystery. There, they find that a dragon has been wreaking havoc all over the
kingdom. He has been turning all of their precious gems into stone and leaving a path of destruction where ever he goes. The
sisters figure out why and help break the spell.
This amazing collection includes the first five adventures from Thea Stilton!!* Thea Stilton and the Dragon's Code * Thea Stilton
And The Mountain Of Fire* Thea Stilton and Ghost of the Shipwreck* Thea Stilton and the Secret City* Thea Stilton and the
Mystery in Paris
While the Thea sisters explore Kyoto during a cultural exchange program, a valuable item is stolen from their friend Kumi's family,
and the five mice must catch the thief.
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure through Mouseford Academy!
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship! The Thea
Sisters are boarding the famouse Orient Express for a journey from Paris to Istanbul! The train is on a special trip to return a
precious wedding dress stolen years ago from an Istanbul museum. But there's a rumor that the mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal
the dress from the moving train! The Thea Sisters are determined to foil this super-sneaky mouse's plans.
When an archeologist friend of Paulina's disappears, the Thea Sisters go to Peru to look for him, where they face many dangers
as they search for him and the legendary lost city filled with Inca gold that he was seeking.
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on this adventure packed with mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are visiting friends
at a lively festival in Spain. But the theft of a precious fan turns their trip into an investigation! They end up hot on the trail of a
secret treasure . . . but they're not the only ones searching for it. Can the mouselets solve the mystery in time? It's a mission full of
flamenco dance!
When their marine biology professor disappears, the Thea Sisters search for him, and together they try to stop some wicked mice from
stealing a treasure lost in a shipwreck, after which they head to China to find another treasure.
Join Geronimo for his biggest, most fabumouse adventure yet! Dragons, mermaids, and much, much more await readers in this very special
edition!I knew from the start that it was no ordinary day, but I certainly didn't expect to find a golden staircase in my attic. Up at the top, there
was a door. And beyond the door was a world I never could have imagined -- the Kingdom of Fantasy! Along with my guide, a frog named
Scribblehopper, I set off on an incredible adventure to save the Queen of the Fairies. But along the way, I had to face giant scorpions,
witches, sea serpents, pixies, and dozens of other creatures that I had only ever heard stories about. Holey cheese, what a journey! Could I
save the Queen . . . and my own tail?
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship! In this exciting
adventure, the Thea Sisters are off to Paris to visit Colette's fashion-designer friend Julie. But when Julie's designs are suddenly stolen, the
girls must search the city of Paris to catch the thief and save the fashion show. Readers will love following the clues to help the Thea Sisters
solve the mystery!
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure packed with mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters are in Russia for a figure
skating championship! When their new friend is falsely accused of theft and barred from competing for the gold medal, the five mice resolve
to clear her name. Along the way, they discover ancient love letters that could be the key to finding the real culprit! But can they solve the
mystery in time?
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this tale packed with action, mystery, and friendship! In this fabumouse adventure, the Thea
Sisters head to Alaska, where they're attending a conference held by an important ecological association. Their host and his family are native
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Alaskans who show the mouselings their favorite games and activities. But soon there's trouble--the Thea Sisters discover that someone is
upsetting the ecosystem by blowing up the ice with explosives! Can the Thea Sisters figure out what's going on and stop the destruction
before it's too late?
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